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Introduction
Another year has gone by (and what a year it has been!) This year has caused many of us
to rethink (or perhaps start thinking) about the next step in our careers.

Private equity, as a group, continues to be a strong buying agent in eye care, seeking the
best opportunities that require the least amount of work. After five years of acquiring
close to 3,500 eye acre practices, the ‘low hanging fruit’ is now scarce. 15% of optometry
practices are now owned by a private equity firm.
Selling your practice and retiring are not the same decision. Retiring means you have
made a decision because of your age, interest or health to stop practicing. Selling your
practice to private equity is a decision where you seek to get a financial return on your
practice asset, and you need to continue to work for three to five years. Retirement and
selling may coincide but they do not need to.
Selling your practice in 2022 means being able to do the things you’ve always wanted to
do but never had the time or money to do them. That could mean travel, spending time
with the grandkids, sending a child to college, opening a restaurant or buying that
vacation home you always wanted.
Selling your practice is fraught with emotion because it represents a significant personal
change, and change is risk (or at least it feels that way). I’ll tell you what is risky. Staying
the course when all indications are that it will be harder and harder (and then impossible)
for a private solo or small group practitioner to make ends meet in the years ahead. You
may not wish to sell, but the need to do something is evident (please see our
Consolidation ebook for yet another path forward).
For now, I want to encourage you to examine the path to selling your practice. Ultimately,
it may not be right for you, but a knowledgeable, well thought out decision means
understanding what this opportunity is all about. We remain bullish on the eye care
market, dispite the pandemic especially for our practice owners. Carpe diem! Be selfish!
Take advantage of this moment in time.
Please contact us to review your practice sale opportunity.

Cover photo Photo by Matt Artz on Unsplash
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Because many of us have bought and sold a home at
least once in our life, or are at least familiar with the
process, we will use this experience as a metaphor to
selling your practice when applicable. Like all
metaphors, it is not a perfect fit, but it will serve to
simplify what can be new at the very least and
confusing at worst.
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How is a practice sale like a house sale…
There are many similarities between selling your home and selling your
practice. Here is where each process is similar:
●

Some buyers like your house and others don’t. You should not be
offended by those that do not think your house (or your practice) is right
for them.

●

Sellers can request a price for their home and buyers can make a
counteroffer. In the end, the sale only goes through if there is agreement.

●

Home sellers are rarely involved in the selling process. Why? It is
emotional. “My kids grew up in this house.” “I really like the color of the
living room and I don’t want it repainted.” We are at least as emotional
about our practice. “My practice is not like everyone else’s.” It is best to
have an emotionally unencumbered representative deal with the buyer.

●

Buyers of your home can come back and ask for the seller to fix something
that they found broken after they moved in. Usually, a buyer has 60 days
for such requests. When selling your practice, the buyer has a year.
Misstated inventory is the usual suspect but sometimes equipment and
furnishings that were reported as assets are not there when the buyer
arrives. This is a rare occurrence.

●

After the sale of your home, the buyer can do what they want. It is now
their home. Practice sellers need to get used to this idea as well and what
makes matters worse, you will be working there for the next three years.
Imagine living in your home AFTER you sell it to someone else.
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How is a practice sale NOT like a house
sale…
There are many differences between a home sale and practice sale that
you should be aware of as well:
●

In most cities and towns, the housing market is pretty good. Assuming
you put your house up for sale at a reasonable price, it will sell to one
of many people seeking to live in your area. Practice sales no longer
have the pipeline of interested buyers. There are about 8 private equity
firms actually buying practices and the pipeline for young associates
seeking to buy a practice has dwindled. New grads are less and less
interested in owning their own practice. Be smart and seize an
opportunity to sell when it presents itself.

●

There are employees involved in a practice sale that should be
considered (they do not get a vote). You can make the sale you want
and still ensure your employees are employed post-sale.

●

With the pandemic, you can count on getting about 60% of your money
at closing, 20% of your money when you reach your 2019 practice
levels (see page ___) and 20% when you meet your time commitments.
This amount is withheld to ensure you will continue to practice and is
usually provided to you ratably over the next three years.

●

Home valuations are easy. Practice valuations are complex. EBITDA,
profits, addbacks, doctor compensation, balance sheet entries…. You
name it, there is ALWAYS a curve ball waiting around the next corner to
surprise you about your practice valuation. How to protect yourself…
focus on the price during the estimate process and let your
representative worry about how you got there.
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Selling Your 2022 Practice
The pandemic presented a challenge to the private equity companies.
Everyone’s practice had been diminished by closures during the pandemic.
2020 financials were not the best reflection on the practices’ capabilities.
The PE firms developed the creative approach to address this dip in
business that would normally adversely affect sale prices. They decided to
buy your 2019 practice.
Today most practices have recovered from 2020 and 2021 looks better
than 2019. We did it! Congratulations if this is your story. If not, I suspect
2022 will be your come back year.
The buyers are now basing their price offer on 2021 financials and creating
a HOLDBACK of about 30% of your price that will be held over the three
years post-sale. We are back to pre-pandemic processes but with some
changes due to experience and learning.
The private equity buying process is an immensely fair and equitable
approach and has allowed the buyers to keep prices high and buying
opportunities plentiful. In most cases, owners whose practices qualify for
sale (see the following pages), are also coming out a winner. We provide a
5 year, side-by-side analysis of you owning your practice for the next five
years, vs selling and being employed for the next 5 years. After calculating
your estimated sale price, this is the most meaningful analysis for you to
make a sound decision.
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Multiple Choice.
We often think decisions are bifurcated - ‘yes’ or ‘no’, black or white. Let’s take this
question:

Would you like to sell your practice?

No.
OR….
Yes, but not right now.

I think so, but I don’t know enough about it.
What do you think it is worth?
To whom?

What are my options?

Only one way to
say no, but so
many ways to
say ‘Yes!’

In five years.
For the purposes of this ebook, we are assuming you’ve answered something
other than ‘no’.
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Selling your practice is not an event.
It’s a process.
What if you found out that homes that were painted grey sold for 10%
higher than other colors. That a well-manicured lawn would increase your
home sale by $25,000. A new roof would add twice its cost to the sale
price.

The most profitable practice sales are
years in the making.
This knowledge would influence what you would start to do to your home
now that you have decided to sell. These changes would not happen in a
day but would take place over time as you had the time and capital to
make these improvements. Some, you may never get to accomplish.
We hope to provide similar guidance on your practice sale. If your practice
is in good shape, there may be little to do. But even healthy practices might
have to make changes before they are truly ready to sell to a private equity
or other buyer. Whether you have an award-winning practice or one that
still needs work, we hope to provide guidance on what that work should be
to get the most out of your practice sale and the effort that went into it.
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If you’re selling, who’s buying?
You are selling an asset that you have built. It is best to get the most out of what
you have created, but sale price is not the only aspect of your final decision.
While this is a very personal part of the sale process, the table below attempts to
outline possibilities without casting a value judgement on any one possibility
over another. That’s personal.
Potential Buyer

Considerations

Brand Retailers (i.e.
MyEyeDr)

Most often means a change in your brand
Changes to your store can be expected post-sale
You will likely have to stay on as an employed doctor
Medium to high corporate control
Good price offers

Private Equity

Well-financed
Often not eye care operators but bankers and CPAs
Expect little immediate change to your store or practice
Often brandless and rely on local brands
Offer a fair valuation and price

Associate sale

A more personal sale
Part of your price in cash; remainder in a promissory note
You may need to stick around to support the Associate
(his/her success is your payment)
Getting harder and harder to find

Competitor sale

A competitor buys your practice as part of their expansion
Can make for difficult negotiations
You are not likely to stay around or be welcomed

For our purposes, our focus is selling to
the top two boxes.
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What is my practice worth?
The most difficult question of all… or is it?
To be fair, this is a mathematical exercise, except when it is an emotional
one. Just like your home, realtors can ‘measure the value of your home
by what other’s have paid for comparable properties. But this may or
may not be what you expect.
There is the multiple of revenue method (usually 1 times your revenue).
There is the multiple of profits price methodology (5 to 6 times) (see
normalized earnings on the next page to understand ‘profit’. It’s not what
you think.)
Each of these is ever-changing (in the multiples used not the methods)
but are grounded in math and accounting instead of emotion.

Ultimately, your practice is worth what someone
is willing to pay and you are willing to accept.
And then there is the age-old, what are you looking to get? This last
method is usually fraught with very high expectations and big
disappointments. Instead, focus on a justifiable price and if you don’t like
it, step away from the sale process, address the issues that are keeping
your sale price low, and return in two years to get the price you desire.
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What are ‘Normalized Earnings’?
When are the earnings on the bottom of your corporate tax return not your
real earnings? When we are discussing “Normalized Earnings”.

Normalized Earnings are what we use when your practice is being purchased
by private equity investors. There are certain expenses you incur as a solo
owner or small practice that will not be incurred when your practice is part of
a corporation.
Your accountant has worked hard to put in as many expenses as possible to
minimize your earnings and reduce your tax bill.
Normalized Earnings help business owners, financial analysts and other
stakeholders understand a company's true earnings from its normal
operations.
Normalized Earnings are adjusted to remove the effects of unusual
expenses such as:
●
●
●
●
●

Family members
on payroll
Extraordinary
salary paid to the
doctor
Depreciation
Interest
A personal vehicle

These expenses will not
continue after the
purchase so they are
removed from the
calculation and increase
your EBITDA.
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A Vocabulary Lesson in Brief
EBITDA (Earnings Before Interest Taxes Depreciation and Amortization) ē-bĭtdä - a measure of a business' operating performance. It is a way to evaluate
business results without the effects of financing decisions, accounting
decisions or taxes.
Holdback
Private Equity buyers will retain some amount (20%) of the purchase price in
escrow to ensure that the practice runs as stated after the sale. A small
insurance policy and ultimately fair.
They will also retain another 20% until your current performance matches
your 2019 performance.
Normalized Earnings

EBITDA + all annual expenses that will not continue after practice acquisition.
Certain expenses you incur as a practice will not be incurred when your
practice is part of a corporation. This is used to help financial analysts
understand a company's true earnings from its normal operations. (e.g.
personal vehicles, pension plans, depreciation and interest, etc.)
Multiple

the number by which your Normalized Earnings will be multiplied to
determine your practice acquisition price. (e.g. a multiple of 4 would be your
normalized earnings times 4).
Profit Margin
the amount by which revenue from sales exceeds costs in a business. For our
purposes, private equity buyers look for your practice’s profit margin to be
approximately 20% of your revenue. Meaning that if a practice generates
$1,000,000 in revenue, the expectation is that the bottom line should be at
least $200,000.
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A little accounting help, please.
For many doctors, the term EBITDA (usually pronounced ‘ee-bit-dah’) is new.
You may hear similar terms from your accountant or from other doctors such
as profit, net profit or earnings, but EBITDA, while similar has a few different
characteristics and is used more in accounting and finance.

Earnings
Before
Interest
Taxes
Depreciation

Amortization
EBITDA is a measure of a practice's operating performance. It is a way to
evaluate your business results without the effects of financing decisions,
accounting decisions or taxes.
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Balance Sheet v. Profit and Loss
This may be hard to hear and
understand, but in my opinion, it is the
single biggest error in the practice sale
process, and it leads to a lot of hard
feelings.
As a small businessperson, you are
allowed to take some compensation as
salary and some compensation in
profits from the business, or dividends.
The rules are a bit murky, but the IRS
expects that you will recognize a salary
on your profit and loss statement and
that the salary you are paid, is
commensurate with a person
performing your role of doctor.
Unfortunately, many accountants do
not follow this guidance (to the
detriment of their clients) and
recommend the doctors pay themselves
in dividends only.
This is not only dangerous from a tax liability standpoint (you have not been
paying payroll taxes in your state on the dividends you pay yourself and most
states REALLY don’t appreciate that) and you are overstating your profits as
there is no salary reflected for you on your profit and loss statement. So the
error is that you’ve recognize 100% of the revenue you generate and 50% (on a
good day) of the cost to generate those revenues. Get ready for heartbreak.
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Balance Sheet v. Profit and Loss
Why does this matter?
Your doctor’s compensation is one of the largest expenses in your business.
Mistating it can lead to a large misunderstanding of profits and therefore sales
price that is largely based on profits. It is best to figure this all out well in
advance. It is likely to change the way you think about your practice
performance and your sale.
Doctors who pay themselves a reasonable salary (as in w-2) can skip this issue
and proceed forward. Doctors who pay themselves a low salary (or no salary)
and take their compensation largely as dividends need to be prepared for a
large adjustment.
Doctor’s Compensation

Salary

Reflected on the P&L

Accounted for in earnings

Dividends

Reflected on the balance

Not accounted for in earnings

If you are compensated in dividends, we will need to adjust your salary back into
your expenses to reflect on your profit and loss statement. This will reduce your
profits and price.
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Other Practice Attributes that
Influence Sale Price
Attribute

Influence

EBITDA (or profit)

This is the number one means of calculating your practice
price. This means you should be focused on profit.

Vision Plan Use and
Mix

Some vision plans have locked out the equity buyers so
you will need to be participating in all the vision plans
prior to selling because they will not accept you after the
sale.

Reporting

Nothing throws a damp rag over negotiations like a few ‘I
don’t know the answer to that’ statements. Make sure you
have a reporting system that will allow for a deep look into
what makes your practice tick. Bonus points available for
your reports to be available in an Excel format.

Interest and
Depreciation

These are non-cash expenses that can be added back
into your profits when reporting your normalized earnings.

If you own the
building

Equity buyers are not interested in owning the building
you are in so if you are the owner, prepare to provide a
new lease to the new practice owner that reflects market
rates (you will often need to hire an outside firm to provide
this information) or, if you are renting, the buyer will
assume your current lease.

Employment contract

Your ongoing employment and salary is seen as part of
the overall profit strategy for the practice for your new
buyer. If you accept their emplyment terms, you may
have some leverage on the sale price. If you negotiate
your employment terms, you can expect less negotiation
elsewhere in the deal. Get as much understanding on this
upfront to avoid surprises at the end.
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The Employment Agreement
As stated earlier, this is NOT the time to retire because the buyer is
expecting you to work for three to five more years for them. What does
that mean?

1.

You will be offered a salary equal to 15% of the collected revenue you
earn for the practice. So if your revenue was $700,000 and you are
the only doctor, then you could expect a salary of $105,000.

2.

You can expect a non-compete arrangement that will last for one year
longer than your employment agreement and depending on where you
live will be between 5 and 25 miles in diameter from your current office

3.

You will be a w-2 employee and eligible for all benefits (health, dental,
401k matching, etc.) as long as you are a full-time employee (32 hours
or more).

4.

If you have an Associate or partner, you can expect them to be
required to sign a similar employment agreement at the same rate of
compensation. The lack of them signing can kill the deal. Remember,
if you have an Associate or partner, patient revenues are counted
either towards them or you but not both when calculating
compensation. Their current salary will generally be kept whole.

5.

Many of the expenses incurred required for you to be a doctor will be
covered by the company – CE, licensure cost, liability insurance.

6.

You will be entitled to paid time off
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Practice Scenarios
Like homes, our practices are not identical and have wide variations in size,
locations, profitability, use of vision plans, optical vs. medical focus and many
more attributes. It is hard to give an example that represents them all.
We are providing the following three (3) examples to be able to provide even
greater specificity to your practice situation. See if you can find yourself, or
imagine yourself in one of these sale scenarios.

Photo by Artem Bali on Unsplash
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Start with Last Year’s Tax Return

This is a healthy $1.2
million practice.

Doc is on the high side of
salaries and can often
expect 15% to 16% of
revenue generated as an
ongoing salary.
Doc’s wife and two
adult children built into
salaries and won’t
continue after sale.
Interest is for investments
you made and will be
‘normalized’ back into
your EBITDA
$9,806 in prof fees to be
‘normalized’ back into
EBITDA
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Practice Sales Scenario #1:
Solo practitioner or small practice (2/3 doctors) in one
location
Solo practitioners in a single location still make up 55% of practicing
optometrists. Including small groups of 2 to 3 doctors in a single location
brings that total to almost 75% of optometric practices .
While this is in large part due to the ‘independence movement’ in
optometry, it represents the least desirable scenario for companies
looking to build market dominance.
The purchase price from an equity buyer is influenced by two main
factors: normalized EBITDA and number of practice locations, so a single
location puts all the weight on EBITDA.
A healthy, single location practice will have a net income at the end of
each year that can be determined by their corporate filing (see page 11)
or better still, their monthly profit and loss statement. The problem with
your tax filing is that your accountant has worked very hard to make your
profit as small as possible and now we must reverse that
process to illustrate what profit is possible for the new
buyer. The tax filings also lack specificity of a good
profit and loss statement.

Solo practices
make up 55%
of practicing
optometrists
20
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Family Members & Your Practice Sale
One of the the previous pages makes reference to the doctor’s wife and adult
children not continuing with the practice. This is just an example but it holds
some truth. Motre and more private equity firms do not want any family
members to continue in the practice. This can be negotiated but that will
leave off negotiations in other areas AND you are not likely to win the
negotiation and your family member will need to leave.

The purposes of the previous page example was to point out when these
positions may be less than necessary and are being used as a means of
‘bumping up’ expenses. I am sure few if any practices or their accountants do
this, but it it worth noting if you do that these salaries can be added back to
EBITDA if these family members will not be continuing with the business.

Practice Scenario 1: Potential Offer
While there is no good rule of thumb, typically the taxable profit may be between
50% and 75% of profit that will actually be recognized by the purchaser and used
in the calculation to determine an purchase offer.
In this case, the practice shows a taxable profit of $91,598. Not so good
considering it is a net profit of 7%. But when we ‘normalize’ the practice’s
earnings, it might look more like this:
Net profit

$91,598

Wife and children on payroll

$100,000

Interest

$19,540

Professional fees

$9,806

Depreciation

$17,230

New Normalized EBITDA

$220,588

The adjustments
made to EBITDA
are made to
reflect what the
earnings will be
under new
ownership.

Because it is a single location, the buyer is likely to use a multiple of 5 times these
new, normalized earnings or a sale price between $1.11 million and $1.38 million.
* The doctor (and his colleagues) stay on with an annual salary of 15% of
revenue. No staff members are fired. The practice needs to switch optical labs to
the new owner’s lab.
(NEW NORMALIZED EARNINGS X 4 OR 5 = PURCHASE PRICE).
$220588 X 4 = $1,110,000
$220588 X 5 = $1,380,000
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Practice Sale Scenario 2:
3 to 5 doctors in 3 locations

Multi-location
practices attract
a higher multiple
from equity
buyers

A practice with multiple locations will
command a higher multiple (6 or 7 times
earnings). Use your most recent profit and
loss statement to identify your profits.
Work with your representative to identify
acceptable “add backs” (expenses added
back to profits) to determine your
‘normalized profit’ for the practice.
Assuming a relative income scenario as
our first example, this practice’s
normalized financials may look like this:

Gross revenue

Multi

$2,100,000

Net profit

$398,540

Leased car for doctor

$12,000

Interest

$131,657

Professional fees

$13,154

Depreciation

$31,239

New Normalized EBITDA

$616,590

$616,590 as an adjusted or normalized profit will likely yield an offer between
$3.7 million and $4.3 million.
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Practice Sale Scenario 3:

A network of small practices (3 to 4 doctor owners) coming
together to sell in tandem
This is a unique opportunity that The Growth Cooperative has been creating in
markets across the US. Most equity buyers welcome the opportunity to
purchase a ready-made network and market leadership and reward
participating sellers handsomely with improved practice prices.
The challenge of putting this coalition together (from a doctor’s perspective)
should not be underestimated. Doctors are like-sided magnets and do a much
better job of repelling than drawing together. We are bringing together
unrelated practices to form a temporary, confidential network simply to sell
simultaneously and yield a higher multiple for everyone. See the example
below just for illustration for a 5-location group within the same market.
The idea is two-fold: (1) each practice is assessed as part of a 5-location group
and (2) each would get an offer specific to their location(s). As you might
imagine, this takes a lot of work and timing, but you can see the difference is
close to $5 million in total purchase price.
Practice

Revenue

Adjusted
EBITDA

Solo Offer

Combined offer

Practice #1

$750,000

$175,000 (1)

Not available

$1.2 million

Practice #2

$1,000,000

$250,000

$1 million

$1.75 million

Practice #3 (2
locations)

$1,700,000

$450,000

$2.25 million

$3.15 million

Practice #4

$1,500,000

$350,000

$1.4 million

$2.4 million

(1) This practice by itself would not meet the financial
thresholds to sell by itself, but in this model, it would be
accepted.
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Try This Yourself
WARNING: This is an exercise. Actual results WILL vary (both positively
and negatively).
Nothing is worse than getting excited about a concept and not understanding
how this applies specifically to you. Wait. Yes, there is something worse. Leaving
an exercise with the assumption that your practice is worth two to three times
more than someone is willing to pay for it.
Hopefully, this exercise will move you closer to the bullseye. However, I will
suggest that this is a better discussion. Call us to do this together.
Photo by Ben Hershey on Unsplash
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Estimate Your Practice Sale Value
to Private Equity Companies

Enter Values

Enter Values

1. Enter your practice profit from 2019 Profit & Loss
Statement
Add backs
2. Add up interest and depreciation
3. Enter any charitable contributions
4. Add dues and subscriptions X 50%
5. Enter other personal expenses (i.e. auto)
6. Enter Meals & Entertainment
7. If you had a salary on your P&L and it is what you
expect post-sale, enter $0
8. If you DID NOT have salary recognized on the P&L
(you took your compensation as dividends), enter
15% of your revenue from line one here as a negative
number
9. Enter the sum of the yellow boxes here
11. Add lines 1 and 9.
12. Enter ‘4’ if you are a single location, ‘5’ if you have
two locations, and ‘6’ if you are 3 or more locations

Multiply lines 11 and 12 for a price estimate.

Better still… call for an estimate.
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Let’s discuss
I almost hesitate doing an exercise like this. It is not
comprehensive (it can’t be…each practice has so
many variables) and it is likely to understate your
situation.
Instead, you now understand how estimates are
arrived at (only the buyer can give you a price).
Call us. Estimates are free and without obligation.
Understand where your strengths and weaknesses
are in the process.
It’s a discussion.

Photo by Markus Spiske on Unsplash

Anything I missed?

A few additional considerations.
If only a practice sale was simple… It’s not. If you pay attention to all the details
(and we;ll help), your sale can go smoothly with the best possible outcome.
Partners - I don’t necessary mean this in the legal sense, but who are your
practice partners in spirit. Make sure they are brought into this early, not
necessary to have a decision (unless they are entitled to it) but to be informed.
Take into consideration those long-time staff members and associates.
Staff - Staff should be notified near the end of the process. In most cases, there
are no changes to staff or your office. You can assure your staff that their jobs
are intact. If you are staying on, the Monday following the sale closure will feel a
lot like the previous Monday.
Financial Planning - Don’t wait to receive your sale check before planning (not
spending) what to do with it. Once that check is received, you will incur a huge
tax liability and will be sorry to have to pay those taxes that year. Instead, look
into a tax deferment strategies with the appropriate tax advisor BEFORE your
sale. Speak with a tax advisor in advance.
Your status - Most buyers will prefer you to stay and continue to run your
healthy, successful practice. Think about whether you would like to continue to
work full-time (some of the administrative work will come off your shoulder) or
part-time and for how long.
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Where do we go from here?
You now have an ESTIMATE of your potential practice sale price. While
this is a fun exercise, we just employed a very blunt instrument and
there is more that can be done. In the end, your practice is worth what
someone else is willing to pay for, but thankfully, the current equity
buyers are fairly formulaic in their approach and therefore we can
predict sale prices with reasonable accuracy. What did we leave out?
● Your actual location - not all areas of the country are equal and
some markets have a higher natural multiple than others.
● Your profitability - practices that have a strong EBITDA (net profit
margin) will command a higher price than those that have a weaker
profit engine.
● Optical v. Medical - This is not so much an evaluation of positive
or negative impact, as much as it is finding the right buyer that fits
the way you do business. There are buyers of medically-oriented
practices and there are those interested in optical practices.
Choose wisely.
● Staying on as an employee? - This will influence your sale price
and the overall package you receive. Make sure you are discussing
salary level at the front end of the deal with your prospective buyer
so there are no surprises at the end.
● Outstanding Liabilities - Just like when you sell your house,
everything in your house needs to be paid off, free and clear (the
new roof, the new furnace, etc.), so it is true here. You can pay off
any balances on equipment at the time of sale.
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Practice Sale Timeline
Here’s are the steps - start to close - for your practice sale.
0. Interest
You are ready to sell your practice and to put in four months of time to get
that done.
1. Pre-Diligence
Typically, three years of tax returns and a little back up documentation for
EBITDA add backs.
2. Letter of Intent
This is a non-binding letter that states the buyer’s offer
3. Due Diligence
The process of affirming the financials you provided to the buyer and
gathering an understanding of how your practice works.
4. Pre-Closing
All documents have been reviewed. Expect a site visit and a move towards an
operational focus.
5. Closing
All final purchase contracts are signed and the check to purchase your practice
is delivered
6. Operating
Assuming you have stayed on, it will feel like business as usual.
7. Holdback True-Up
Twelve months later, the practice is thriving, and you receive the hold-back
monies deducted from your purchase payment.
At every step through closing both you and your
potential buyer can step away if either of you decide for
any reason that the deal is not right.
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What does the Sale Process Look Like?
The sale of your practice is truly a process with different phases along the way.
While these steps may vary somewhat from buyer to buyer, generally, this list
applies to most equity sales.

1

Pre-Due Diligence - Most equity buyers want to get a sense for the
practice before committing to a purchase effort. Purchase efforts are
expensive with outside accountants and attorneys. Equity firms do
not engage lightly without understanding the opportunity. You will
usually need to provide the following to start the purchase process:
● 3 years of tax statements or profit and loss statements (if it is
late in the year, they will also ask for a year-to-date profit and
loss statement (P&L) for the current year
● General questionnaire (name, address, etc) along with questions
about what is important to them (which lab do you use? Which
vision plans are you in network with? Which surgeons do you
currently refer to?
● EBITDA Adjustments - As mentioned previously, this is the way
we get to NORMALIZED EARNINGS. You will need your
accountant or representative for this as this is important and
you want to get it right.

All of this information gets packaged up with a ‘story’ about the value
and growth of the practice along with information about the market
where you are located. This is where understanding your buyer is
important as you can shape your story to their interests and increase the
value of your practice sale.
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Getting your Letter of Intent (LOI)
The result of submitting your initial documents is a non-binding Letter of
Intent to Purchase (your practice). What does that mean?

2

First, the letter will say that based on the information provided,
the buyer is offering a price for your practice.

Cha- Ching!... Well not quite yet.
The positive aspect of this is that
you are getting your offer upfront
before a lot of time and energy
are incurred by both you and the
buyer. This is your opportunity to
be excited by the offer, or to say,
“No thanks”.
The offer is NON-BINDING. The
buyers feel comfortable with
these offers because they can
change the offer if the
information you provided at the
start cannot be verified. Any
material change in what can and
cannot be verified will lead to a
change in the offer. It’s fair. You will now need to sign this letter and you will
not be able to work with another buyer during this period. Also fair.
Finally, the letter will stipulate a number of important caveats you should be
aware of as you close on the sale of your practice.
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Read the Fine Print.
Of course, you will have an attorney read and review all of your documents.
Let’s not cut corners. But here is the business understanding of the features
of many LOI’s.
What are they buying? Most LOI’s will purchase all of the assets of your
business - your inventory, your equipment, your furnishings. If you own the
building, that is not included.
What’s a multiple? Most LOI’s will show you how they arrive at their price usually your normalized EBITDA times a MULTIPLE. This is a factor, a
number, that will be used to multiply your NORMALIZED EARNINGS. This is a
great tool because if your earnings change as a result of the due diligence
process, you know exactly what your new price will be.
Closing Payment. You will receive approximately 70% of the sale price at
closing. Most buyers will hold back (called a HOLDBACK) some amount (30%
paid out equally over three to five years) of the purchase price in escrow to
ensure that the practice runs as stated after the sale. A small insurance
policy and ultimately fair.
Due Diligence. This is the process where a team of CPAs reviews documents
that you provided to support and justify your revenue and earnings. This is
equivalent to sending an inspector over to a house you are buying. They will
check the outlets and the plumbing and make sure nothing is broken.
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Read the Fine Print (Part 2)
Non-Compete. A buyer will ask you to sign a non-compete. That means that
you will not be able to create a competitive practice in your area for some
specified period of time (3 to 6 years). Typically, “your area” is defined by
miles from your current practice location. So the non-compete will be for 5
to 25 miles from the practice being sold for 3 to 5 years.
Release of Liens. You probably have equipment that is being leased or are
paying off a loan. You may have furniture being leased as well. Any debt
owed on the business will need to be paid off prior to the closing sale or at
closing. Make sure you know what is outstanding in debt on your practice as
that will come right out of your pocket at closing.
Inventory Adjustment. One of the assets being transferred to the new
buyer is frame inventory. The inventory amount you provided in your
financials was probably taken at year end. It is now several months later
and of course, the inventory has changed. At closing, the buyer will provide
a credit or a decrease to your sale price based on current inventory at the
date of sale.
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Due Diligence

3

Due diligence is that process where you will be providing documentation
to the buyer’s review team to determine that your sales, profit and
expenses are accurate and verifiable.

This is a lot of work and can take 3 to 5 months depending on the complexity
of your practice and the availability of the information. If you have an EHR or
practice management system where reports can be pulled easily, that will
expedite matters. If not, and you are relying on paper or even your
accountant, due diligence may take longer. Make this process smoother by
getting the following documents ready to send (see next page).
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Documents Needed for
Due Diligence
❏ Last three years of annual income
statements (Monthly P&L’s)
❏ Last three years of balance sheets
❏ Monthly sales register
❏ Monthly trial balances
❏ Copies of month end bank statements for
three years
❏ Accounts receivable report
❏ Spending by vendor
❏ Top frame vendors
❏ Percent of vision plan use by plan
including Medicare and Medicaid
❏ Payroll (Listing of employees, hire date,
role and compensation)
❏ Any OD contracts
❏ Doctor credentialing information
❏ Articles of incorporation
❏ Copy of your business license
❏ Any regulatory licenses
❏ Year end or current frame inventory
❏ Listing of your lab and prices
❏ Equipment listing
❏ Copy of your lease of your rent
❏ Copies of any service agreements
❏ VSP report
Not exhaustive, but certainly a good start.
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Pre-Closing

4

You’ve made it through due diligence with nary a dent. It appears
that the financials provided at the start of the process and which
formed the basis of your LOI offer, have held up under the
scrutiny of the due diligence process.
You are now in pre-closing and perhaps several weeks from close.
Expect activities like these:
● Site visits
● Negotiation of employment contracts
● Review of acquisition contracts
With a lot of now visible activity in your store, hopefully you have
notified your staff of the upcoming change.
There may be some additional documents requested.
Weekly operational phone calls may be started to help the buyer
be prepared to assume responsibility for your practice in a few
weeks.
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Closing.

5

You’ve made it. Your buyers will arrive, cashier’s check in hand
(figuratively speaking) for 70% of your purchase price. Any fees
due that day will already be deducted. Hopefully, you have made
financial arrangements to defer the tax implications of this
transaction.
The next day, I am happy to say, will feel a lot like the day before
except that you will be wrestling with your loss of status as
‘owner’. Otherwise, you may find yourself a little lighter, a little
more at peace with the world. You’ve made it.
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Time to go fishing.

Operations and Hold Back

6&7
For the next twelve months, it will be business as usual
except that you will lose some of the responsibility you
previously had around the office. Typically, payroll and
purchasing will be centralized to the main office fairly
quickly. You will remain the office leader, however, and
you will be used to that role. Keep it up.
In twelve months, your office has been running smoothly
and you will receive another portion of the sale price
payout that was held back from the sale price you
received at closing.
You will finish out the term of your employment
agreement and hopefully look back on this as a good
decision you made for you and your family.

It’s a discussion.
Thinking about selling your practice? Take out a piece of paper and start
writing down the many, many questions that come to mind. Then, get
excited!
Too many pundits throw a damp rag on an event that can be life-changing for
you and your family. With the right education and planning, this event will be
what you have been waiting for. What everyone hopes they will have a
chance at in some point in their lives. You are not going to change the
industry. The best you can do right now, is to do what is in your best interest.
No one will get hurt.

Do I need a Representative?
Allow us to be a part of this great event and represent you through what can
be a sometimes daunting process - to understand and to do. It is a four
month commitment before you come out the other side of this and those can
be trying months. We’ll take the edge off and maximize your opportunity.

Call us to discuss.

What can go wrong…
The Growth Cooperative has now been involved in dozens of practices sales
all across the US and with every buyer on the market. Here are a few of the
most commons ways this process goes wrong:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Clever Bookkeeping – Sorry to lead with this but this is the number 1
reason for failure. Many doctors (I am sorry to say) believe they are
clever and have been tricking the system in their accounting. Everything
under the sun is run through the practice as an expense. Not taking a
salary to avoid payroll taxes. All of these ‘tricks’ have killed as many deals
as I have seen come to fruition.
Not bringing Associates along – Besides you, the most important
person in this equation (if this is applicable), is your associate doctors.
They represent the future of your practice (this is how the buyer sees
them as well) and the current practice – they are responsible for current
revenue. If they do not stay on (because you tell them at the last minute),
this is likely to kill the opportunity completely.
No salary on the P&L (see #1 above) – Doctors who take their entire
compensation as a dividend are in for a big let down when they find out
they did not net $250,000 last year, but $100,000. When you apply the
multiple, the difference in expectations vs. the real offer could be well
over $1 million and a deal breaker.
A Landlord who will not let the lease convey – Sounds silly but it is
true. If you lease, make sure your landlord will allow the buyer to assume
the lease. If the landlord raises his lease rates, expect the buyer to come
back and take the difference out of your practice sale price.
Bad lawyers – I am certain that “bad lawyers’ is an oxymoron, but
occasionally, a lawyer who has not done mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
is asked by a client to represent him. The lawyer is about to ‘go to school’
and learn about acquisitions and you will be paying for it. Additionally, I
have seen lawyers (‘in the best interest of their clients’) kill a very positive
deal. Choose your lawyer wisely. We are happy to help.
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What would it look like to design a practice
to be sold to Private Equity?
I have this exercise that I go through to help doctors understand the game of selling
your practice to Private Equity. What if you could design your practice to be very
attractive to this group of buyers. Here are some tips. Some of these are good ideas
of you sell to PE or not.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Revenue – Many doctors I meet with are content with the practices they have.
As a solo practitioner in a single location, it is hard to meet the minimum revenue
requirements of $750,000 for these buyers. Your revenue at $500k may serve
you well and have the practice pace you are seeking, but it disqualifies you from
talking to these buyers.
Doctor Compensation – This is a discussion for your accountant. Too many
doctors take no w-2 wages (wages that are taxed at the state and federal level).
Instead, they rely on distributions (not recognized on your profit and loss
statement and therefore artificially inflating your perceived profit. I wish I had a
nickel for every doctor that was blind-sided when I need to add a compensation
expense for them, and it wipes out most of their profit and their sale price. PE
firms expect doctors to be compensated around 15% of the revenue they earn.
Profit – Sale prices for your practice are derived from profit. If your profit last
year was $11,000, no matter how many addbacks we have, your sale price will
be disappointing. Focus on your bottom line.
Equipment doesn’t count except… – It is a logical question… “How does my
equipment get factored into the sale price?” It doesn’t. In the PE world, your
equipment should be generating revenue and profit and its value is recognized
by your sale price. Make sure you are charging for your testing or using it to
bring in additional and returning patients.
Associates – Many/most associates are working under the belief that they will
one day buy your practice. The revenue that you reported on your P&L came in
part from this Associate, so the PE buyers are expecting that they will stay and
continue to work in the practice. Bring your Associate along on this deal. If they
decide to leave and not sign an employment agreement, it could kill the sale.
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Final Word
That’s a lot to digest, but here are a few watch-words for undertaking your sale.
1.

2.

3.
4.

This should be an exciting process. If you are not excited about cashing in on this
major life investment, step away. This will be very emotional, and you will need
your excitement to carry you through.
The industry is changing rapidly. The only mistake is to stay the course. Selling
may not be the right path, but don’t be idle if you wish to remain successful in the
future.
For better or worse, this sales process is non-binding until the very end. Step off
when it is not working.
Be selfish. Do what is in your best interest... but understand the best way to get
there. Don’t worry about staff. Don’t worry about the future of eye care.
Everything will take care of itself.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Michael Pote
CEO
The Growth Cooperative
2 Benjamin Lane
Petaluma, CA 94952
415-481-9008
michael@growthco-op.com

Book a time to review your practice by calling
or writing.
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